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Sustainabilty is our fuel!
May what we sow taday, remain for tomorrow
It gives us great satisfaction to work for the
development of independent people, strong finances
and a healthy enviroment.

Thanks to your support we are able to
ŏIncorporate sustainable practicesin each of our
ssssprograms.
ŏWe expanded our attention fromto#$tesof

Mexico

ŏWe implementedtwoewp""#
ŏ""$"#$"#in Chiapas
ŏ"$$( %
 ementary regenerative
aaagriculture in Jalisco, Sonora and
SSSSinaloa
ŏ atedthe program
 " %"inS te
of  
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Institutional Message
2021 is meant rebirth for many.
Educampo thanks the rural producers and their families who have believed in us and maintain their commitment,
demonstrating once again their value and importance by continuing to work with impetus to provide food and
irreplaceable products for our subsistence on the planet. We owe it to you.
To the entire Educampo team, your dedication and conviction in the relevance of our work fills us with enthusiasm to
continue.
Like many other organizations, we have had to restructure and reorganize, but thanks to you, the social investors and
donors who trust us, you make it possible for us to continue working for the sustainable development of the rural
population participating in our programs.
With the trust and support of all of you, Educampo's commitment is consolidated, striving to continue improving living
conditions in the Mexican countryside and thus continue ¡Sembrando trabajo!
We would like to reiterate our condolences to the collaborators, rural producers and donors who lost a family member or
loved one. Although we have seen that conditions have improved, we cannot lose sight of the fact that the presence of
COVID 19 continues on our planet.
At Educampo we are excited and hopeful for a better future.
With the economic recovery from 2020 to 2021, we managed to increase our project income by 60%. Aware of the
situation we are experiencing worldwide, we made a great effort to reorganize and restructure Educampo internally,
achieving a 30% reduction in our expenses. To this end, in February we held our annual virtual meeting, in which we
presented a new plan, updating our mission, vision, principles and strategic lines.
From 2020 to 2021, we increased the number of participants from 1,900 to 2,500, of which 1,093 are women and 309 are
young people. We provided assistance to 7,500 indirect beneficiaries.
The area served in agricultural programs increased from 1,400 to 2,500 hectares, of which 12% were integrated into the
use of sustainable practices.
Maintaining contact with the participants in our programs is a priority, so we made use of all available digital
technology, holding mixed meetings (virtual and face-to-face) to continue advancing in training, organization and
development.
100% of our field personnel use tablets or smartphones to download weather and market price information, georeferencing plots and maintaining permanent communication with the produce-res.
In collaboration with Bayer, our technological ally, and convinced of the importance of technological updating in
agriculture and of our role in training, in September we organized a Virtual Forum called PuntoAgtech, in which more
than 700 students, producers and agricultural entrepreneurs participated, and agricultural entrepreneurs, with the
participation of a number of major sponsoring companies.
In 2021, we have made progress in focusing on the future of agriculture by introducing innovative practices and new
technologies to improve productivity and resilience in food production, which is why we incorporated two new
programs: "Coffee-growing Territories" and "Social and Human Strengthening to complement Regenerative Agriculture",
and replicated the "In favor of Women" model in the State of Mexico and expanded our attention from 6 to 9 Mexican
states.
We have decided to focus on sustainability, which is why we have included sustainable practices in all our programs,
since we cannot lose sight of what the present reveals to us in order to reach the future.

Rosa María Gómez Sosa
CEO
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Educampo´s phylosophy

Our purpose

te the human development of lowincome families through a sustainable model of
education, organization and the formation of
competitive enterprises with a cooperative spirit.

Our dream

Rural families with low-income
achieve a decent, sustainable and
independent standar of living.

Our roots

  ct for the individual
 ity

Ethics and integrity
fectiveness ficiency
and

tio

ainability and resilience
   rity

SDGs

Sustainable Development GoalsUN

   

%NKEMhere for more info about SDG´s
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Social investment

 illion MXN
hers

Foundations &
International
companies
  








Donors &
Physical person
3.0







Foundations,
companies and
national organizations

819.8

*Financial statements audited by Salles Sainz Grant Thornton

Click to know financial statements
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Hectares with technical
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Direct beneficiaries

assitance



7,554

$ares with sustainable
practices

Indirect beneficiaries

5
1,093

Legally constituted groups

women participating
in all programs



se of apps and ICT´s in the
agricultural sector



Young participants

You can find us in...
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Educampo Granos 2021
Chiapas y Campeche

Achievements 2021
Workshops
Implementation of 60 workshops in the
responsable use and handling
agrochemicals,nutritional managent of corn
and conservative agrivulture, to promote a
sustainable agriculture.

Demostrative modules
and extension areas
Establishment of three demostration modules
and three areas in partnership with CIMMYT,
contributing to the process of gradual
adoption of the best practices

Financing

For purchase of supplies for more than

12 millon MXN

35%

a nt u
M arce lonkiniH uchiMnunKicipio: Ca lki ni

Reduction of

production cost

Community savings funds

Localida d: Nu

Creation and operation of 7 community
savings funds

"The biggest problem is marketing. I've seen it too, when the
harvest is won, all those companies are there doing their
circeling, but since people have to pay their credits, they sell
at the first one, at a low price. That's why we need the
organization to sell the product at a fair price. "

Educa mpo Granos

PV Cicle
21-22
427

Participant producers
Constituted groups

4

Inclusion of women

37

Inclusion of youth

41

Surface (ha)

1,709

Hectares withsustainable practices

115

Performance ton/ha (corn)

5.0

Grosprofit in pesos(corn)

11,000

Performance ton/ha (soybean)

2.4

Grosprofit in pesos (soybean)

9,169

Number of women in
decisionmaking positions

16

*Resultados a diciembre de 2021.

Committees established

Of marketing and operating production in
the groups

2022 challenges
Educampo granos
Reduce the effects of rising fertilizer and
agrochemical prices, as weel as inflation
in general.
Low the impact of raindfed agriculture
due to the effcets of climate change
(increase in temperature and changes
in rainfall patterns)
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Achievements 2021
Needs identification

Investment of material resources
related to productivity, quality and
commercial capacity.

ing

tiation of procedures for financing
the activity

  ! $ !#  
  %
 !  

   !  

$ !# 

!The problem we have in the countryside is mainly the lack of
capital, the lack of support for small producers. We lack
financing to have pineapple, good pineapple of good size.
We cannot go directly to the buyer because the coyote
(middleman) comes first.

! ! !"!#

 Cicle




articipating producers



!oups created

2022 challenges
Agricultura Inclusiva

Getting oreersto  pt
good practices towardssustainability

Commit to theingin a timely
manner, so that it can continue to be
granted to more producers.



Promote organization Mainly for joint
purchasing and cost reduction.



$"ion of women
$"on of youth



urface provided



#ares with sustainable practice"
Average performance# (
Average grossprofit in  ""
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Achievements 2021
thousand plants

Delivery of plants of high quality and
resistant varieties in accordance with the
productive potential of the regions. As
well as the community installation of 3
community garden center to guarantee
the continous renewal of plants.

 oups

tiated process for certification in fair
trade and organic production

Training

Producers are being trained in value
chain and specialized coffe shops in
addition to technical assistance,
productive training and promotion of the
organization

 $ "
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'Before participating in the project, I felt isolated, unmotivated to
participate, without interest; I felt as if I were locked up in a house;
sometimes, my acquaintances asked me for help with their doubts or
problems in coffee production and I could not help them to solve
those problems, since I did not have enough knowledge or
information, therefore, I felt sad, unwilling to participate in the
community, I felt that I could not do anything.
Now I feel happy, since I arrived and started to participate in the
Educampo Foundation and I started to organize the community, the
work group and I was able to integrate myself in this organization and
in the community, so now I feel happy. (

  
articipating producers

 Cicle




oups created



Constituted groups



" ion of women



" on of youth



"rface

 

!ares with sustainable practices



# of incorporated local promoters
# of women in decisionmaking
positions 

2022 Challenges
Territorios cafetaleros
 te the ure of datain the
producers, so that they keep a logbook
to record their activities and costs, in
order to make decisions based on the
information.
power women through their active
participation in the transformation of
coffee, so that they become leaders of
part of their own project.
nue with thecommercial alliances
to achie buying and selling agreements
that improve the marketing conditions of
the producers.
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2021 Achievements
 erswho want to

strengthen their knowledge in administration
and organization participated.

Baseline

The baseline was collected to obtain
socioeconomic data and a diagnosis of
human and organizational development.

2022 Challenges
Agricultura Regenerativa

 teore producersinto the project
Based on the diagnosiscarry out
thetraining planto strengthen producers.

Strengthen the relationshipwith 
Strengthen the organizationand producer´s

abilities

   
  






  

  

  

  


 
 



  



Achievements 2021
zation

2 large organizations in sonora and sinaloa
participated.

Organizational
Diagnosis

An organizational diagnosis was carried ou

Training plan

The training and improvement plan was
carried out in a participatory manner with the
organizations.

2022 Challenges
Agricultura Regenerativa
rateore producersinto the
project.
Based on the diagnosiscarry outthe
training planfor the missing organizations
and also in a group way for the base
producers of the organizations
Raise the socio-economic baselineand
the diagnosis of human and
organizational development individually
with all producers.
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En Pro de la Mujer
Yucatán, Campeche
Jalisco, State of
México

2021 Achievements
Equiped workshops

Equipment of the workshops for the
transformation and standardization of the
production process of seven products
derived from melipona honey and
adoption in all groups.

Internal regulations

Updated internal regulations that helped
improve the resolution of internal
problems and strengthened its
accountability processes.

100%Production units

100% of the production units have better
health and safety practices in their work
areas.

Technical assistance

100% of the projects have technical
assistance.

onio Yaxché
Comunidad San Ant

Empowered women
“We are very grateful for all the support that Educampo has
given us, for all the training we have received.
Before we were a little afraid to work alone and now we are
growing and we will continue to make divisions to increase
the number of bees.”

PV Cicle
21-22

En Pro de la Mujer
Participant women

530

Inclusion of youth

96

Participants with sustainable practices

140

Number of women in
decisionmaking positions

53

Women increased their level of
empowerment..

100%of improvement

100% have improved their records
and now have daily logs and have
updated their internal regulations,
improved the resolution of internal
problems and strengthened their
accountability processes.

*Results from Dicember 2021.
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En Pro de la Mujer

2022 Challenges
En Pro de la Mujer
Yucatán y Campeche
Strengthen the organization to raise
the rates of active participation in
their projects.

Bla nco Encis
Trin id admuBnideraden: Loics Gae llos
, Jalisco

Training of local promoters to
contribute in the permanence and
sustainability of the changes
promoted by the project.

Co

“We are few communities that have the benefit of being taken
into account to carry out productive projects to help women.
Our project is not for a single month, but for many years or for a
long time so that it can help us in our personal improvement and
our relationship with other people.”

Establish a strategy of
commercialization, capitalization and
reinvestment with the women to
improve the administration and
productivity of the small enterprises.

Reduce production costs,

by using innovative techniques and
productive practices.

Encourage saving processes to have
funds for investment in the project.
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2021 Achievements
oduction practices

Adoption of intensive and agrochemical-free
production practices. Production of organic
fertilizers to replace the use of chemical
fertilizers, making them environmentally
sustainable products.

85 Backyard vegetable
gardens

Rehabilitation of infrastructure in 85 backyard
gardens with installation of water collection
systems and implementation in 11 individual
hothouses.

Awareness
Of producers on the need to have a regional
group for the integration of local allies, to
support the marketing of vegetables at the
local and/or regional level and in key
processes such as: production, administration,
sale and visualization.

   
     
  

#We learned different techniques to produce vegetables, prepare
the soil, its nutrition, we learned how to make the boscashi, we
started to improve the biols and fertilizers using fertilizers that we
prepared with backyard weeds$



 


Participant women



New groups created



on of youth



s with sustainable practices
umber of women in decisionmakinf positions
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2022 Challenges
Alimentos para siempre
 tionof plants with free-pollinated
seed to favor the sustainability of the project.
Makeefficient use of economic
resources,stablishing savings and

investment systems for the implementation of
greenhouses and backyard gardens
ethealue of the productfor its
characteristics and properties based on the
quality demanded by the market.

Inclusion of local young peoplewith

interest and capabilities for the use of
information and communication
technologies to serve aslocal allies in
production, marketing and / or technology.
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2021 achievements
Days of
reforestation
planted trees
From native species.

Worshops

evelopment of training workshops for the
construction and maintenance of ecotechnologies.

alities attended
Expansion of localities of attention from 8 to 16,
reaching localities with more severe conditions
of marginalization.

2 Entrepreneurial groups
dentification of two working groups

" 
 $   ! # #

  

*There are four of us in my family, my wife and children. In the town of
Xlapak we get drinking water every three days for one hour. Previously
we stored the water we brought from the well, only in jars, water
tanks, gallons, although sometimes it gave us diarrhea and stomach
ache. The cistern benefits me a lot, for my activities in my house, my
plants and my animals. It is a great help for my family.+

$

Cicle


Direct participants



on of women



on of youth



inclusion of people with disabilities



Liters of rainwater captured



Households with access to drinking water



households with sanitation system



2022 Challenges
Sostenibilidad Hídrica
Start up two water purification plants in
strategic locations to supply potable
water at low cost to localities in
conditions of high and very high
marginalization
Train participantsin the maintenance
and proper use of the eco-techniques,
with the objective that the infra structure
remains in use and in good condition.

e the  tion of ecotechniques un der a solidarity scheme to
reach more than 200 families during
2022.

  "!sfromDer
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Virtual Classroom

Eductional
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Enrolled
students

2021 Achievements
 









Virtual classroomActive
even in a pandemic situation, the virtual
classroom remained active opening
courses and diploma courses to the
general public, as well as generating
collaborative work with institutions such as
ADO Foundation and the Secretaría de
desarrollo sustentable of the state of
Yucatan.
Updates

From the basic educational offer that
Educampo has, four terms of work were
openedtwo for the course of
,2%04%,#(;,%$!';'(#!.!0!%*%1!00-**-
30!*and two more for
%*(.*-+!$-%,$%1!00-**-030!**2%0,!2(4!
$%,%'-#(-.!0!*!20!,1&-0+!#(;,1-#(!*

We also worked onSpecial projects with
      
    
  Next, the list of enrolled students

After the updates made to the
"Diplomado en Desarrollo rural", this
training was aligned to the Estandar de
competencias EC0020 "Formulación del
diseño de proyectos de inversión del
sector rural", registered with Consejo
Nacional de Normalización y
Certificación de Competencias
Laborales.

ontinous trainig

On the other hand the virtual platform
continued training contributors and new
members in the next topics:

will be shown.

ourse. $, $/to
new members
Induction course to projects such as
"# *!!!#
!!#!"#!"'  !
$!
 

   
 $ # "   ! "
 !'  !   !% # $  (  !!$ !




!  & ( 

"e of apps !for coordination
and central offices

.The Diplomado helped me learn about new
methodologies for developing projects, as well as allowing
me to interact with colleagues who also carry out activities
in rural communities and to share our life lessons, work
methods and experiences. I am proud of myself and living
in Oaxaca and of my roots, which drive me to develop
activities and acquire knowledge that allow me to
contribute to my community and state.
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CEO´s
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´s Friends
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ŏ-RVp,JQDFLR3pUH]/L]DXU
ŏCarlos Guillermo García Muriel
ŏ-RVp/XLVÉYDORV'HO0RUDO
&*2 %!&2)0!0,)
ŏEnrique Chávez Fernández
ŏ&DUORV*XLOOHUPR*DUFtD0XULHO
&*2,!*7-#&*#&)#
ŏFederico Manzano López
ŏ(QULTXH&KiYH])HUQiQGH]
%)!(, Laresgoiti
1-0 )%1%0
ŏFrancisco
Hernández
ŏ)HGHULFR0DQ]DQR/ySH]
)!&%0%&4'0
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,%#%&
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ŏJaime
Larrea Molina
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5#)4%)-!+"
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Antonio Tiburcio Blancas
ŏ-DLPH/DUUHD0ROLQD
&)%0&%)+
ŏJosé
Ignacio Pérez Lizaur
ŏ-RVp$QWRQLR7LEXUFLR%ODQFDV
ŏJosé
Luis Ávalos
Del Moral
)3)!0
)3!/&
ŏ-RVp6iQFKH]9DOHQ]XHOD
ŏJosé
Sánchez Valenzuela
!&#1*)!*#)-!+"
ŏ-XDQ%ODQFR)RUWHV
ŏJuan
Blanco
Fortes )3,)!#
)#&*
,!##)$&
ŏ/RUHQ]R6HQGUD0DWD
ŏLorenzo
Sendra Mata
!$))&#!%
ŏ0DUtD$UL]D*DUFtD0L\RJD
ŏMaría Ariza García Miyoga
))&&,)**+#4
ŏ1LFROiV0DULVFDO6HUYLWMH
ŏNicolás Mariscal Servitje
&*21% 0#%0,#
ŏ5DIDHO$UR]DUHQD&RUUHD
ŏRafael Arozarena Correa
&*2%+&%!&!,)!&#%*
ŏ5D~O2EUHJyQ6HUYLWMH
ŏRaúl Obregón Servitje
)%!*&)*&!+! )%1%0
#)&0)%&))

  s

.')+&*
ŏ$OEHUWR&DVWHOD]R\/ySH]ŏ$QGUpV$UPLGD*UDKDP
ŏAlberto
Castelazo y López ŏAndrés Armida Graham
&*2&)))&!
+#ŏ
)%%&**)%)ŏ#)+&*+#0&/4'0
ŏ&DUORV&DUSL0RUDOHVŏ&pVDUGHOD3DUUD%HOORŏ&KHYH]5XL]
ŏCarlos Carpi
Morales ŏCésar de la Parra Bello
&)
$!#!)
)&ŏ
&*2
)%%&%+5-&ŏ)#&))*3&*
=DPDUULSD\&tD6&ŏ)HUQDQGR&DVDV%HUQDUGŏ-RUJH)DPLOLDU
ŏFernando Casas Bernard ŏJorge Familiar Haro
)!)$%30$&)ŏ)#&*)'/&)#*ŏ%,#'
!%!
+DURŏ-RVp$OEHUWR9DUJDV$ŏ-RVp)HUQDQGR&DQW~$FHYHGR
ŏJosé Alberto Vargas A. ŏJosé Fernando Cantú Acevedo
2*)#))##&ŏ
&*2#)+&)*ŏ%)2*)$! ) $
ŏ-RVp3RUUHUR/LFKWOHŏ.DUOD7RUUHV5tRVŏ0DQXHO6FDSDFKLQL
ŏJosé
Porrero Lichtle ŏKarla Torres Ríos ŏManuel Scapachini
 -0,30$))!'/3ŏ!0&)$!/*&!&*
ŏ0DULFDUPHQ'tD]$PDGRUŏ5L]R$UPLGD\$VRFLDGRV6&
Maricarmen Díaz Amador
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Technical advisors
ŏ
"+1/,+1"/+ &,+)!""',/*&"+1,!"965/&$, ŏ ,/"),0
ŏCentro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo (CIMMYT)ŏChevez Ruíz Zamarripa y

,/1&+,70.2"62:"6 0-" &)&01"+/$+&6 &;+ŏ ")%&+%9/"',"/+7+!"6
Cía S.C.ŏUniversidad Iberoamericana Ciudad de México ŏOzmo: Agencia de innovación

+& "#84& ,ŏ !2  &;+"+0,01"+&&)&!!/$/&1 /#7+ 01/"))ŏ ),5/1&+"6
estratégica ŏInsitituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales, Agrícolas y Pecuarias (INIFAP)

"+,/&,4#*84& ,ŏ ,/1&+,70.2"62:"6 4-"/1,"+/$+&6 &;+ŏ &+ +1
ŏSecretaría de Desarrollo Sustentable del estado de Yucatán ŏMaría del Carmen Ramos

/26 /26,08/$<")),& "))&ŏ 2+! &;+ )":,+ŏ+01&121," +,);$& ,2-"/&,/!"
Pérez: Tlalij, A.C.
ŏYolanda *-"
Millán Manjarrez:
A.C. ŏManuel López
Alavez: GEA Grupo
)(&+9"+")
01!,!"
%"  Tosma,
ŏ+0&1&121,
&,+)!"+3"01&$
&,+"0
de
Estudios Ambientales
ŏ Lorena
Alvaradoŏ+01&121,+1"/+
Palomera: CIASPE, A.C. ŏJosé
Atahualpa
,/"01)"0$/9
,)05"
2/&0
&,+)!""
2/0,0
Estrada Aguilar:
Subsecretaria de Autosufiencia
Alimentaria-SADER
ŏJorge Liber Saltijeral
"+,3)"0
ŏ090;*"67+
%"6 84&
,ŏ,/$"&"/)1&'"/)&)"0


84&Giles:
,ŏ,081%2)-
01/!$2&)/20"
/"1/&!"21,02#&"+
&)&*"+1/&
FAO México ŏEloy Martinez
Tenorio: Oxfam México
ŏ Delhi Anahí Trejo Hernández:
Unicef
ŏ2++1,+&,"/+7+!"6/19+"6
3)2!,/!"/,5"
1,0
ŏ,/"+
México ŏRamón Jarquín Gálvez: Universidad
Autónoma de San Luis
Potosí
ŏRizo
)3/!,),*"/
  ŏ+2");-"6)3"6 /2-,!" 012!&,0
Armida y Asociados, S.C. ŏIsaías Gómez Sánchez: FAO México ŏJuan Antonio Hernández

*&"+1)"0ŏ/9!") /*"+*,08/"6))&' ŏ/$/&1 /#7+ 01/"))
Martínez: Evaluador de Proyectos FIRA ŏMVZ. Cuauhtémoc Nicolás Cruz Bolom (consultor
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ŏ*UXSR&DUGLQDO
ŏ$OIRQVR$QWRQLR&DVWUR7ROHGR
ŏ,QJHQLHUtD'ULF6$GH&9
ŏ$OIRQVR6ROORD-XQFR
ŏ%XIHWH0DWHPiWLFR$FWXDULDO6&
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 -RVp3RUUHUR/LFKWOH
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ŏ'HVSDFKR/LPyQ0HVWUH6&
ŏ&ODXV9RQ:REHVHU
 $OEHUWR/LPyQ0HVWUH

ŏ&RODS6$GH&9
ŏ'RPLQJR)UDQFLVFR-DYLHU$JXLOHUD0HGLQD
ŏ&RUSRUDFLyQ3UHPLXP6&
ŏ'RPLQR3ULQWLQJ0p[LFR
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ŏ2OLYLD-LPpQH]
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ŏ2VPDUD&DPDFKR
ŏ2VPDUD&DPDFKR
ŏ3XEOLFLGDG$XJXVWR
ŏ3XEOLFLGDG$XJXVWR
ŏ6DIH'DWD5HVRXUFHV6$'(&9
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ŏ)XQGDFLyQ-RUJH9HUJDUD$&
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ŏ)XQGDFLyQ3HSH$&
ŏ)XQGDFLyQ8QLILQ$&
$OEHUWR/LPyQ0HVWUH
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ŏ)HGHULFR7UHMR2
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ŏ*XVWDYR-XUDGR6RWR
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ŏ,QJHQLHUtD'ULF6$GH&9
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ŏ-DYLHU-LPpQH](VSULX
ŏ,QGXVWULDV\5HSUHVHQWDFLRQHV*DUYHO6$
ŏ-RVp(GXDUGR&RHOOR)LJXHURD
ŏ-DYLHU-LPpQH](VSULX
ŏ-RVp)HUQDQGR&DQW~*DUFtD
ŏ-RVp(GXDUGR&RHOOR)LJXHURD
ŏ-RVp,JQDFLR3pUH]/L]D~U
ŏ-RVp)HUQDQGR&DQW~*DUFtD
ŏ-RVp/XLVÉYDORV'HO0RUDO
ŏ-RVp,JQDFLR3pUH]/L]D~U

ŏ-RVp/XLV6iQFKH]0RQGUDJyQ
ŏ-RVp/XLVÉYDORV'HO0RUDO
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ŏ-RVp/XLV6iQFKH]0RQGUDJyQ
ŏ-XDQ0DXULFLR*UDV*UDV
ŏ-XDQ%ODQFR)RUWHV
ŏ/DXUD(OHQD3DOODFK
ŏ-XDQ0DXULFLR*UDV*UDV

ŏ/RUHQ]R6HQGUD0DWD
ŏ/DXUD(OHQD3DOODFK
ŏ/X]0DUtD$PRU6DQWR\R
ŏ/RUHQ]R6HQGUD0DWD
ŏ0DQXHO3DSD\DQRSXORV7KRPDV
ŏ/X]0DUtD$PRU6DQWR\R
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onorable mention to:
ŏ'RQ/RUHQ]R6HQGUDŏ)XQGDFLyQ6HUWXOO
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ŏ$QDKt5RGUtJXH]&HQWHQRŏ$QD&DUOD9HODVFR$JLVŏ,OVH5RVDV
ŏ$QGUHD0DQ]DQRŏ9LULGLDQD'tD]ŏ6LOYLD9D]TXH]

ocial service
ŏ$OH[D$ODWULVWH7RUUHVŏ,W]HO<DUHQL7ODSD5DPRV
ŏ6KDQWDO(OL]DEHWK2QWLYHURV&DOGHUyQ
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1WE SEEOURWORK AS A MISSION, A
PASSIONAN ADVENTURE2
        

Thank you!
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